
Meditation in the workplace is more common than you’d think. Well-known organizations such 

as Google®, Apple®, AOL Time Warner, HBO® and Procter & Gamble, to name a few, are 

adopting meditation practices that help employees reduce stress levels and improve productivity. 

Apple, for example, has a meditation room located in its corporate headquarters, and it allows 

employees 30 minutes daily to meditate at work. Google launched a program called “Search 

Inside Yourself” to help more than 500 employees learn how to breathe mindfully and listen to 

coworkers. And, employees at Nike® have access to relaxation rooms to meditate and participate 

in meditation or yoga classes without ever leaving the office. 

Still not convinced? As Ripley says, “Believe it or not” … workplace stress reduces corporate 

profits by $300 billion annually, so there is a direct business value to adopting meditation 

strategies in the office. Not only will it improve employee mental health and well-being, but it 

could impact a company’s bottom line. 

Here are a few ideas to help your company get started with a meditation program at work and get 

your team in the Zen of greater productivity. 

Promoting meditation strategies in the workplace 

 Why not offer meditation classes in the office? You don’t need a lot of space; quiet 

meditation could be done in a meeting room or private office. Meditation is also a great 

team-building exercise. Hire coaches or work with your health care provider to give 

employees tips on meditation techniques that alleviate workplace stress.   

 If you don’t have a space for dedicated meditation, why not assign quiet hours to a 

conference room or break room for meditation times? Simply providing a quiet space to 

mediate or relax is cost effective and easy. Add stress lotions in the room for employees 

to use.   

 Give employees tools that promote meditation almost anywhere. Meditation enthusiasts 

will appreciate a fitness mat to keep in the office. They are popular because they instantly 

make employees more comfortable and help define dedicated meditation space.  

 Some employees meditate with music. Give employees colorful headphones that can be 

kept handy in a case so employees can listen to music while meditating in-office. Some 

might prefer silence to meditate; in that case, ear plugs might be a better option. Either 

way, tuning out the rest of the world is imperative to successful meditation. 

 Before key meetings, have participants pause for a minute for reflective silence. It may 

seem strange at first, but meditation experts say simple breathing and reflection go a long 

way to relieving stress. Engaging in a stress reliever before meetings is simple but 

effective and it shows employees you are committed to wellness.  

 Above all, meditation is about learning to manage stress in order to increase energy, 

focus and productivity. Consider distributing wellness kits to help promote healthier 

lifestyles. Each kit comes with a water bottle, pedometer, fitness journal and “get 

healthy” tip cards. Employees dedicated to the meditative lifestyle will find these kits 

useful both at home and in the office. 

http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=3&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0
http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=46&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0
http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=56&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0
http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=30&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0
http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=37&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0
http://links.mkt3469.com/ctt?kn=41&ms=NTM0Nzc1NQS2&r=NDQwMjgwMTE4MzUS1&b=0&j=MTU1NzE1ODc5S0&mt=1&rt=0


Whatever methods you choose, show your employees you support programs and tools that 

reduce stress and improve wellness. You’ll be pleasantly surprised by the positive effects, both 

tangible and intangible, that it will bring to the office. It’s as easy as saying “Ooohhhmmm.” 

 


